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TIÊN PHONG

INTRODUCTION
With over 40 years of construction, development and growth, now Corporations Glass and Ceramic
Construction (Viglacera) is the leading corporations in the field of building materials production and business
investment in IT infrastructure industrial and civil. The products of building materials branded Viglacera
Corporation as sanitary ware, ceramic tiles, granite tiles, ceramic tiles and clay, glass ... are widely
consumed all over the country and export to many countries around the world. Aims at building and
comprehensive development of activities, creation of a professional business unit to build and deploy
business strategy Viglacera products is the inevitable trend.
Implementing this policy, Viglacera Trading Joint Stock Company

was established by Decision No.

0103022396 by the Department of Planning and Investment in Hanoi issued on 14.02.2008, the way
business organizations transition from form of self-production units and sales to the organization through a
business unit responsible for formulating and implementing business strategies in a scientific-oriented
sustainable development.
This is a new model, changing the way organizations do business in the scale of the Corporation and
marked a transformation in the active development of Viglacera. With this new model, Viglacera Trading
Joint Stock Company has adequately addressed in meeting the overall needs of our customers, built up a
strategic business development general, sustainability and efficiency.A new business model building
strategy showroom present system in many provinces to promote and introduce products Viglacera and
better meet the constantly changing needs both in quality and quantity of customers will be crucial to the
success of the Company
Facing the opportunities of this promising, the company will continue to invest and develop solutions for
new markets to become a reliable partner always ready to serve the maximum needs of customers with a
professional manner. The formation and effective operation of the Company's Business Viglacera successful
assertion of Viglacera sustainable development.
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V-SMART
DIVERSED PRODUCTS – PREMIUM FEATURES
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V-SMART
DIVERSED PRODUCTS – PREMIUM FEATURES

Soft Close.
- Seat temperature control, instant water heating, dry
Light show

- Automatic discharge before use.
- Wide range discharge, large pressure discharge.
- Economical discharge mode: Average 3.8L/time

Sensor integrated into
the seat lid to activate
the automatic discharge
function, drying, ....
Function and
discharge button
when power is lost.

The light sensor
automatically lights
up at night.

Three functions wash:
front, rear, massage.

Siphon water jet,
Tornado ﬂushing:
Flushing waste with
small water by high
pressure from jet
nozzle

- Tornado technology: Clean all stains at all angles the
surface of the toilet with extremely strong gravity.

- Power supply with automatic interrupt sources

* Required

water pressure: 0.12-0.8MPa (Equivalent to 12 - 80m high
water column).

*

Can use the push button to discharge water in case of lost power
(Use at least 50 times).

* Warranty period:
- Ceramic part: 10 year
- Electronic seat: 3 year
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V-SMART
DIVERSED PRODUCTS – PREMIUM FEATURES

V-SMART V90
- Convenient use of product functions by
remote control panel.
- Seat heating function, warm water wash.
- Three functions wash: front, rear, massage
- Built-in proximity sensor into cover to identify
the user and activate the automatic discharge
function, drying.
- Tornado technology: Clean all stains at all
angles the surface of the toilet with extremely
strong gravity
- Discharge without noise
- Can use the push button to discharge water
in case of lost power (Use at least 50 times).
- Nano nung: Stainless and less-bacterial
nozzle.
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V-SMART V91
- Automatically open/close.
- Convenient use of product functions by remote
control panel.
- Seat heating function, warm water wash.
- UV nozzle sterilization: The UV ray shines for
1 minute after every use and ensures
99.9% sterilization.
- Built-in proximity sensor into cover to identify
the user and activate the automatic discharge
function, drying.
- Prevents the backﬂow of waste material into the tank
- Deodorization function by natural deodorization
technology
- Can use the push button to discharge water in
case of lost power (Use at least 50 times).
- Nano nung: Stainless and less-bacterial nozzle.
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V-SMART
DIVERSED PRODUCTS – PREMIUM FEATURES

V93.RW

V-SMART V93

V94.GW

V-SMART V94

V94.R

V-SMART V95

300±10

300±10

V-

SMART V96

650

650

440

400

520

690

400

520

690

390±10

390±10

- Convenient use of product functions by remote control panel.

- Convenient use of product functions by remote control panel.

- Seat heating function, warm water wash.

- Seat heating function, warm water wash.

- Automatically discharge before use.

- Automatically discharge before use.

- Three functions wash: front, rear, massage

- Three functions wash: front, rear, massage

- Built-in proximity sensor into cover to identify the user and activate
the automatic discharge function, drying.
- Tornado technology: Clean all stains at all angles the surface of
the toilet with extremely strong gravity.

- Built-in proximity sensor into cover to identify the user and
activate the automatic discharge function, drying.
- Tornado technology: Clean all stains at all angles the surface
of the toilet with extremely strong gravity.

- Deodorization function by natural deodorization technology

- Deodorization function by natural deodorization technology

- The light sensor automatic lights up at night
- Can use the push button to discharge water in case of lost power (Use at

- The light sensor automatic lights up at night
- Can use the push button to discharge water in case of lost power (Use

least 50 times)

- Nano nung: Stainless and less-bacterial nozzle.
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V94.RW

NEW

440

V93.GW

505

V93.WB

NEW

NEW

520

NEW

at least 50 times)

- Nano nung: Stainless and less-bacterial nozzle.
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CONCEALED CISTERN WATER CLOSET

V55

V51KA

- Wall hung pan, detachable siphone, soft
Close V86.
- 3/6 litters dual ftting with pushing
buttons
- Horizontal discharging.
- Nano non-stick cover layer on ceramic
surface.

- Wall hung pan, detachable siphone, soft
close V86.
- 3/6 litters dual ftting with pushing buttons
- Horizontal discharging.
- Nano non-stick cover layer on ceramic
surface.

WATER CLOSET

SIAMP FRAME WITH ELECTROSTATIC STEEL
WATER SUPPLY TUBE
2
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175

1015

OUTSIDE SURFACE

42

1010

905

1130

1015
COMPLETED FLOOR

230

350
230

180

1040

SIAMP FRAME WITH ELECTROSTATIC
STEEL

1130

125

THE EXCEPTIONAL PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
-Viglacera's sanitary ware reachs the same standard of physical and
mechanical characteristics from Europe (water absortion, permeability ink),
no crack in the natural environment.
ADVANCED FLUSHING TECHNOLOGY:
- Rim flushing technology combines with siphon JET creating maximum
water saving, absolutely clean all staining inside toilet bowl.
- Pull-Push flushing technology: fast and strong soundless flushing

350
200

SUPPLY TUBE

410

FIRED NANO ENAMEL TECHNOLOGY:
- Viglacera has created a technological breakthough by introducing new
successful technology on sanitary ware. The surface of Viglacera's sanitary
ware becomes sustainable forever with this technology, anti-bacterial, antifouling..
- The bactericidal rate of fired nano enamel technology is 89% while the
number of ordinary enamel is 5% to 10%

DRAWING OF CONCEALED FRAME

1060

VARIOUS TYPE AND DESIGN:
Viglacera provides you a various selection of different ranges of product:
- Conceal cistern Toilet: Wall a trendy and modern solution for space
saving, reducing the weight floor, absolute waterproofing. This line of
product is optional for villas, high standard apartment and public high level
project.
- One Piece Toilet: With the compact elongated bowl design and seamless
tank, one piece toilets can make a bathroom more spacious and are easy
to install and clean. With various choices of design, this product line is the
best solution for high end apartment, commercial residentals, villas...
- Two Piece Toilet: The slim design of two pieces toilets is suitable to use in
economic commercial residentals projects or limited space bathroom

>250
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ONE PIECES WC

ONE PIECES WC

V199

V62

V42

- One piece water closet, soft close seat and
cover V86.
- 3/6 liters dual fitting.
- System - vertical discharging.
- Nano non-stick cover layer on ceramic
surface.

- One piece water closet, soft close seat and
cover V68.
- 3/6 liters dual fitting.
- S-Trap.
- Nano non-stick cover layer on ceramic
surface.

- One piece water closet, soft close seat and
cover V42.
- 3/6 liters dual fitting.
- S-Trap.
- Nano non-stick cover layer on ceramic
surface.

- Vortex discharging system at rim for soundless
and strong discharging

- Rim flushing technology: maximizes water savings and clear
any corner inside the bowl

V41

- Pull-Push flushing technology: fast and strong soundless
flushing

- One piece water closet, soft close seat
and cover V86.
- 3/6 liters dual fitting.
- S-Trap.
- Nano non-stick cover layer on ceramic
surface.
Pull-Push flushing technology: fast and strong soundless flushing.

150±1

410

380

670

722

468
300±10

300±10

300 10

V45

V39M

V38

- One piece water closet, soft close seat and
cover V86.
-3/6 liters dual fitting.
-System - vertical discharging.
-Nano non-stick cover layer on ceramic
surface.
- Pull-Push flushing technology: fast and strong soundless
flushing.

- One piece water closet, soft close seat and
cover V68.
-3/6 liters dual fitting.
-System - vertical discharging.
-Nano non-stick cover layer on ceramic
surface.
- Pull-Push flushing technology: fast and strong soundless
flushing.

- One piece water closet, soft close seat and
cover V39M.
-3/6 liters dual fitting.
-System - vertical discharging.
- Nano non-stick cover layer on ceramic
surface.
- Pull-Push flushing technology: fast and strong soundless
flushing.

- One piece water closet, soft close seat and
cover V38M.
-3/6 liters dual fitting.
-System - vertical discharging.
- Nano non-stick cover layer on ceramic
surface.
- Pull-Push flushing technology: fast and strong soundless flushing.

150±1

V51

300 10
300 10
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300 10
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ONE PIECES WC

ONE PIECES WC

V37M

V35

BL5M

- One piece water closet, soft close seat and
cover V39M.
- 3/6 liters dual fitting.
- System - vertical discharging.
- Nano non-stick cover layer on ceramic
surface..

- One piece water closet, soft close seat and
cover V86.
- 3/6 liters dual fitting.
- System - vertical discharging.
- Nano non-stick cover layer on ceramic
surface.

- One piece water closet, soft close seat and
cover V39M.
- 3/6 liters dual fitting.
- System - vertical discharging.
- Nano non-stick cover layer on ceramic
surface

- Pull-Push flushing technology: fast and strong soundless
flushing.

BTE

- One piece water closet designed for children
- 3 litters single fitting-vertical discharging
- Stadard seat and cover.

3l

Pull-Push flushing technology: fast and strong soundless flushing.

300 10

-

C0504

C109

- One piece water closet, soft close seat and
cover V68.
- 3/6 liters dual fitting.
- System - vertical discharging.
- Nano non-stick cover layer on ceramic
surface.

- One piece water closet, soft close seat and
cover V38M.
- 3/6 liters dual fitting.
- System - vertical discharging.
- Nano non-stick cover layer on ceramic
surface.

300 10
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TWO PIECES WC

VI107

TWO PIECES WC

- VI88

VI28

VT18M

- Two pieces water closet, soft
close seat and cover V37M.
- 3/6 liters dual fitting.
- Vertical discharging

- Two pieces water closet, soft close seat and
cover V116.
- 3/6 liters dual fitting.
- Vertical discharging.

- Two pieces water closet, seat and cover V1102.
- 6L Single fitting .
- Vertical discharging.

- Two pieces water closet, seat and cover V1102.
- 3/6 liters dual fitting.
- Vertical discharging.

VT34

VI66

VI77

VI44

- Two pieces water closet, soft
close seat and cover V116.
- 3/6 liters dual fitting.
- Vertical discharging.

- Two pieces water closet,
seat and cover V1102.
- 3/6 liters dual fitting.
- Vertical discharging.

- Two pieces water closet,
seat and cover V1102.
- 6 liters single handle
ftting.
- Vertical discharging.

- Two pieces water closet, seat and cover V1102.
- 6 liters single handle ftting.
- Vertical discharging.
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TWO PIECES WC

VI66P

VI20P

- Two pieces water closet, seat and cover V1102.
- 3/6 liters dual fitting.
- Horizontal discharging.

- Two pieces water closet, seat and cover V1102.
- 3/6 liters dual fitting.
- Horizontal discharging.

VT18MP

VI3P

- Two pieces water closet,
seat and cover V1102.
- 3/6 liters dual fitting.
- Horizontal discharging.

- Two pieces water closet, seat and cover VI3.
- 3/6 liters dual fitting.
- Horizontal discharging.
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WASH BASIN

BS415

CD15

- Counter top Basin.
- Fired nano enemal technology
- Ceramic table BS875 (Size: 750 x 500mm).
- Ceramic table BS860 (Size: 600 x 450mm).
- Suitable instalation with faucets
VG126, VG125.

- Counter top Basin.
- Fired nano enemal technology
- Suitable instalation with faucets VG126, VG125.

CD17

CD16

WASH BASIN
Viglacera provides tens of different wash basin designs which can
meet the diversity of market and clients.
- Wall hung basins: Basins are hung at the suitable height for
convenient using. Some items combine with half or long pedestal to
both support for basin and cover the faucet siphon that make the
basin more beautiful and perfect
- Counter basins: These kinds of basins are suitable to set on the
marble stone table, wall shelves or cabinets.
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-

Counter top Basin.
Fired nano enemal technology.
Suitable with faucets VG143.1, VG126, VG125.

- Counter top basin.
- Fired nano enemal technology.
- Suitable with faucets VG143.1, VG126, VG125.

V72

CD19

- Counter top basin.
- Fired nano enemal technology.
- Suitable with faucets VG143, VG1023, VG114, VG112.

- Counter top basin.
- Fired nano enemal technology.
- Suitable with faucets VG111, VG1023, VG168, VG119.
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WASH BASIN
V42M
- Counter top basin.
- Fired nano enemal technology.
- Suitable with faucets VG112, VG1023, VG114, VG111.

CD20
- Above counter basin.
- Fired nano enemal technology.
- Suitable with faucets VG143.1, VG126, VG125.

CD21

CD1

- Above counter basin.
- Fired nano enemal technology.
- Suitable with faucets VG1023, VG111, VG102.

- Above counter basin.
- Fired nano enemal technology.
- Suitable with faucets VG111, VG1023, VG102.

CD6

CA2

- Above counter basin.
- Fired nano enemal technology.
- Suitable with faucets VG141.1, VG126, VG125.

- Under counter basin.
- Fired nano enemal technology.
- Prevent water splashes when used.
- Suitable with faucets VG1023, VG1028.1.
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WASH BASIN

CHẬU RỬA

NEW

NEW

V24

V23

VTL3 + VI5

BS409 + BS502

- Above counter basin.
- Fired nano enemal technology .
- Suitable with faucets VG1028, VG1028.1, VG1023, VG143.

- Wall hung basin.
- Fired nano enemal technology.
- Suitable with faucets VG1023, VG143, VG112.

- Wall hung basin (VTL3), half pedestal (VI5).
- Fired nano enemal technology
Suitable with faucets VG302, VG315, VG368.

- Wall hung basin (BS409), half pedestal (BS502).
- Suitable with faucets VG168, VG111, VG114.

170±3

V51

V50

- Wall hung basin with half pedestal.
- Fired nano enemal technology.
- Suitable with faucets VG119, VG1023, VG102.

- Wall hung basin with half pedestal.
- Fired nano enemal technology.
- Suitable with faucets VG112, VG1028, VG1028.1.

V39

VI5

- Wall hung basin with half pedestal.
- Fired nano enemal technology.
- Suitable with faucets VG119, VG1023, VG102.

- Wall hung basin with half pedestal.
- Fired nano enemal technology.
- Suitable with faucets VG111, VG102.
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VTL3N + VI1T
- Wall hung basin (VTL3N), long pedestal (VI1T).
- Suitable with faucets VG302, VG315, VG368.

VTL2 + VI1T
- Wall hung basin (VTL2), long pedestal (VI1T).
- Suitable with faucets VG114, VG111, VG102.
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URINAL
BS604
- Floor mounted urinal, concealed sensor fitting (battery used).
- Nano non-stick cover layer on ceramic surface.

T51
- Wall hung urial, concealed sensor fitting (battery used).
- Nano non-stick cover layer on ceramic surface.

BIDET & URINAL
Urinals and Bidets have many luxury designs which bring the best
conveniences for clients.
- Wall hung urinals: Urinals are hung at the suitable height with the
surely shelving system which make the bathroom more tiny and help
to keep cleaning.

T50

T9

- Floor mounted urinals: easy to install directly on the floor

- Wall hung urinal,concealed sensor fitting. (battery used).
- Nano non-stick cover layer on ceramic surface.

- Wall hung urinal,concealed sensor fitting.(battery used).
- Nano non-stick cover layer on ceramic surface.

600

1160

560

- Bidets: Bidets are designed to synchronize with other products offers
a complete new experience for woman user.
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T1

TV5

TT1

- Wall hung urinal, sensor fitting. (battery
used).

- Wall hung urinal, pushing button
fitting.

- Wall hung urinal, pushing button fitting.
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BIDET

385

555

240

VB50

VB5

- Bidet.
- Nano non-stick cover layer on ceramic surface.

- Bidet.

85

375

343

470

VB3
- Bidet.
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FAUCET & SHOWER

FAUCET & SHOWER
Viglacera's faucets and showers with innovative design and
advanced technology creat the unique series of faucets and
showers. These products are designed meticulously to each detail.
The diversity modern coating technology provides durability for
faucet products that can meet all bathroom requirements.

VG593

VG592

VG591

- Built-in-wall shower with 2 shower heads.
- Shower head with 3 modes.

- Built-in-wall shower with 2 shower heads.
- Shower head with 3 modes.

- Built-in-wall shower with 2 shower heads.
- Shower head with 3 modes.

VG143

VG112

VG105 (VSD1012)

- Mixing basin faucet .

- Mixing basin faucet.

- Mixing basin faucet.

VG143.1

VG1023 (VG1023M)

VG1028 (VG1028C)
VG1028.1 (VG1028M)

- Mixing basin faucet.

- Sensor basin faucet - battery used.

OUTSTANDING ADVANTAGES OF VIGLACERA'S FAUCETS AND
SHOWERS:

- The cardtriges are imported from CERAMTECH-Germany with
ceramic sliding surface. Durable using over 10 years ( equal to
500.000 opened-closed times).
- The aerators are imported from NEOPERL-Germany with high
quality plastic withstanded the temperature up to 140 degrees
celcious in the long time. The structure of product is designed as
honeycomb stabilized the water flow which help to create soft water
flow, reduce noise and save water.
- Washer is used with high elasticity,
temperature resistant up to 90 degrees.

abrasion

resistance,

- Faucet body is casted by 100% pure brass
- Protected by 1 red brass layer, 2 niken layers and 1 chrome layer
with total thickness up to 22 µm.
- Dual twisted outlet hose for shower is covered by inox 304.
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- Sensor basin faucet - battery used.
+ VG1028: one water line - cold.
+ VG1028.1: mixing water line.
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FAUCET & SHOWER

FAUCET & SHOWER

VG542

VG541

VG141

- Mixing shower.
- Shower head with 3 modes.

- Mixing shower.
- Shower head with 3 modes.
-.

- Mixing basin faucet.

VG511

VG111

VG315

- Mixing shower.
- Shower head with 3 modes.
-.

- Mixing basin faucet.

- Mixing basin faucet 3 holes.

VG515
- Mixing shower.
- Shower head with 3 modes.

VG541.1

VG519

VG142

- Mixing shower with adjustable bar.
- Shower head with 3 modes.

- Mixing shower with adjustable bar.
- Shower head with 3 modes.

- Mixing basin faucet.

VG141.1

VG119

VG142.1

VG568

VG368

VG168

- Mixing basin faucet.

- Mixing basin faucet.

- Mixing basin faucet.

- Mixing shower.
- Shower head with 3 modes.

- Mixing basin faucet 3
holes.

- Mixing basin faucet.
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VG126

VG125

VG502 (VSD502)

VG302 (VSD302)

VG102 (VSD102)

- Mixing basin faucet.

- Mixing basin faucet.

- Mixing shower.

- Mixing basin faucet .

- Mixing basin faucet.
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FAUCET & SHOWER

FAUCET & SHOWER

VG514

VG114

VG109

VG712 (VG712M)

VG701

VG326

- Mixing shower.
- Shower head with 3 modes.

- Mixing basin faucet.

- Mixing basin faucet.

- Wall mounted mixing sink faucet.

- Wall mounted mixing sink faucet.

- Mixing shower.

VG504 (VSD504)

VG104 (VSD104)

VG106

VG508

VG101 (VG700)

VG110 (VSD110)

- Mixing showe.
- Shower head with 3 modes.

- Mixing basin faucet.

- One water line basin faucet.

- One water line shower.

- Bidet tap.

- Yard tap.

VG743

VG714

VG713

VG826 (VGXP6)

VG822 (VGXP2.1)

VG816 (VGSP6)

- Wall mounted mixing sink faucet.

- Wall mounted mixing sink faucet.

- Wall mounted mixing sink faucet.

- Toilet sprayer.

- Toilet sprayer with chrome
plated.

- Siphon for faucet.
- Suitable for basin without drainage
holes.

VG707

VG731 (VSD7031)

VG718 (VG718M)

VG815 (VGSP5)

VG814 (VGSP4)

VG813 (VGSP3)

VG811 (VGSP1)

- Table mounted sink faucet- one
water line.

- Table mounted mixing basin faucet.

- Table mounted sink faucet- one
water line.

- Siphon for faucet.
- Suitable for basin without
drainage holes

- Siphon for faucet

- Siphon for faucet.

- Siphon for faucet.
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ACCESSORIES

VG98 (VGPK08)
- Accessories for bathroom inox 304.

MIRROR

VG96 (VGPK06)
- Accessories for bathroom – Chrome plated.

VG95 (VGPK05)

VG92 (VGPK02)

- Accessories for bathroom – Chrome plated

- Accessories for bathroom – Chrome plated.
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VG835 (VSD G5)

VG834 (VSD G4)

- Silver plated mirror with 7
layers.
- Size: 600 x 900 x 5mm.

- Silver plated mirror with 7 layers.
- Size: 450 x 600 x 5mm.

VG833 (VSD G3)
- Silver plated mirror with 7 layers.
- Size: 500 x 700 x 5mm.

VG832 (VSD G2)

VG831 (VSD G1)

- Silver plated mirror with 7
layers.
- Size: 500 x 700 x 5mm.

- Silver plated mirror with 7 layers.
- Size: 500 x 700 x 5mm.

VG-GĐ02

VG-GĐ01

- Electric sliver plated mirror with
7 layers.
- Size: 600 x 800mm.
(Can be set size by required)
- Equipped with hight standard LED.

- Electric sliver plated mirror with 7 layers.
- Size: ø600mm.
(Can be set size by required)
- Equipped with hight standard LED.
www.viglaceratrading.vn_39

SẢN PHẨM KHÁC
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VG845 (VGHX05)

VG843 (VGHX03)

- Fitting for urinal.

- Conceal sensor flushing.

VG842 (VGHX02)

VG851 (VG02)

VNT1

- Sensor ftting for urinalbattery used.

- Pressure reducing valve.
- Material: Chromiumplated copper.

- Urinal partition.
- Easy installation with secure bracket.
- Beauty and hygiene to enjoy the comfort.
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THE TYPICAL PROJECTS

Parliament House (New)
Address: 22 Hung Vuong – Ha Noi.

No.01 Thang Long
Address: No.01 – Thang Long Ave – Ha Noi
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Viet Duc Friendship Hospital
Address: 14 Phu Doan - Hang Bong - Hoan Kiem - Ha Noi.

National Convention Center
Address: No.02 – Thang Long Ave - Ha Noi.

City exchange apartment
Address: 234 Pham Van Dong - Ha Noi.

Pride Tower - Hai Phat
Address: La Khe - Ha Dong - Ha Noi.
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THE TYPICAL SHOWROOM

NORTHERN
1. Viglacera Tower Showroom
Address: 1st Floor & 3rd Floor Viglacera Tower- No. 01 Thang Long Avenue - Nam Từ Liêm Distric - Ha Noi
Tel: 024 3205 5999
2. Kien Truc Showroom
Address: Km10 - Nguyen Trai - Thanh Xuan District - Ha Noi
Tel: 024 66848748
3. Truong Chinh Showroom
Address: No. 610 Truong Chinh - Thanh Xuan District - Ha Noi
4. Viglacera Showroom
Address: 1st Floor VNCC Tower- No. 243 De La Thanh - Ha Noi

CENTRAL
1. Dien Bien Phu Showroom
Address: No. 275 - 277 Dien Bien Phu – Thanh Khe District - Da Nang City
Tel: 0236 3659 888

SOUTHERN
1. Ly Thuong Kiet Showroom
Address: 79B Ly Thuong Kiet – 8 Ward – Tan Binh District – HoChiMinh City
Tel: 028 62935109

www.viglaceratrading.vn_47
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VIGLACERA
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